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hand foundation millin exchange 2g, 8 $e ib ont meee £5 eas TO) 
for goods. This mill has 23-inch 2 erateaoes is ees Hi se oo 
roll, the round bottom cell, of 7 « ib he a te ate aren 
which the foundation comes off hata SOG. - ages fee pe eee: 
so easy. and from the looks of the 9 “ [tT “ Jone-half page, one 
mill, | do not think it has ever AMSCTtON none seeceeeeeeeees eeeeeeeeeeene sD 40 

been used. The price of such a ee eetlon. ee eee 
mill is $30.00, and we will take : a E 
$1>.00 for it on cars at Higgins- se Hh AD Y ERTS EM DcCOuN tS: 
ville. This is very little over Three insertions......... .....--.1.--.....-..5 per cent 
half pri Sixinsertions 2 ...........1.--..----10 per cent 

alt price: Nine insertions..........................----15 per cent 
We also have one second-hand Twelve insertions........ ..............20 per cent 

ix-inch mill for making extra "*No fake medicine or mining scheme, or 
thin foundation, and one second- advertisements of a questionable character 
hand ten-inch mill for making allowable. 
medium or light brood. These are eee ee a 
or sale cheap. Write for prices. CLUBBING LIST. 
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Ypres 3 s 7 EXPERIENCE No bee-keeper can afford to be without a 
2 to. ae brary of bee books. A book costing from fifty 

S ) F : cents to one dollar is worth many hundreds of 
eo /,48 % dollars to one who would succeed. Every be- 

Ns Be =f a i ginner should have a book suitable for begin- 
Se ee ere 4 ners, (one that will point out the road), and 

so those more advanced will need something 
LX ao aa TrRave Marks more scientific as a reference book. We will 
Praga. DESIGNS here give the names of such books as we rec- 

it a ( CORMIER S Ses ommend, and will be pleased to furnish you 
te sencne Guroninion freewhetner an sending them by mail at the following prices: 

invention is probably prtentable, Communica- 
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents The Amateur Bee-Keeper, (a gem for be- 
sent ee Pinest cgeney fOr ee ginners), by Prof. J. W. Rouse; price, 28c. 

Patel aker rourzh J ii © 
Ge oie, citnost chars Advanced Bee Culture, by W. Z. Hutchin- 

| o «pe ~ son; price, 50c. 

Scientific FAimerican, Manual of the Apiary, by Prof. A. J. Cook; 
Fi price, $1.25. A handsomely illustrated weekly. Targest cir 

culation of any scientific journal. Terms, $3 a The A B C of Bee Culture, by A. I. Root; 
year, four months, $1. Sold by all newsdealers, price, $1.25. 

MUNN & (9,36 Broadway, New York A Treatise on Foul Brood, by Dr. Howard; 
Branch Office, 6% F St., Washington, D. C. price, 25c. 

7 a eee, Scientific Queen-Rearing, by G. M. Doo- 
Please mention the ‘Progressive. little; price, $1.00. 
ER Langstroth on the Honey Bee, revised ly 

=e . Dadant; price, $1.15. 
Subscribe for 
So oe LEAHY MFG. CoO., 
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‘The Belgian Hare is the finest meat in the land, tender, 

white, transparent, juicy, and delicious in flavor, is easily raised, 
sells dressed at from 25c to 40c per pound. The Hare is wonder- ( | 
fully prolific and herein lies the great profit to be derived from \ | 

% their culture. % 

One Doe has been known to be Mother, Grand Mother and Great- 
\ Gand Mother toa family of 150 Hares in one year. 

The offspring from one Doe will produce more meat in one year 
than any other animal. The Belgian Hare will no doubt solve the meat 
problem—as any family with a tack yard can easily raise their own meat. | 
But as the demand for breeding stock at good prices is now greater than | 
the supply, very few hares are sold for meat. Breeders are getting rich, : 

‘ Some extra fine specimens have sold for as high as $300. But the bus- 
iness is now getting down to a Meat and Fur basis—-and the field for new Me 
breeders is very promising. Two boys wade $800 last year from a $80 (7 ; 
investment and many others in this section bave done equally well, send M 
for our free list and Booklet telling all about this new industry. \ 

ES 

% Shady Grove Stock Farm = = Warrenton, Ohio. vy 
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SO2OOS OOOO OOOO 000000000000 others say give them starters one-half 
. 3 inch wide only. 

5 Table of Contents. 3 Tbe most of the writers on the sub- 
o e  jectseem to agree that ‘the shooken 

. eee : . swarm should not be given any brood. 

iS . When doctors disagree how is the pa- 

@ Method of hiving bees... . 5 @ tient to know which doctor's advise he 

3 Somnambulist ...... a TY should follow? Out of the many wri- 

> Moving bees...... a 10 . ters on the subject no two seem to prac- 

@ Editorial ...... Ss 11 @ tice precisely the same method. No 

. Wants new election eee 8 © doubt it will continue to be so hereaft- 
3 Yexes department... . 1b 3 er, but on the whole the most of the 

@ Mr. Hyde on Bulk Comb Honey 7 @ ~~ articles on this subject will be of value 

. ‘Texas State Entomologist...............19 3 to the reader who has occasion to prac- 

: Address of Dr. Miller B® tic forced swarming, and who among 
. S us with any considerable number of 
3 3 colonies, does notat times have occasion 

Poecooeoooooeveccooseoeeses 10 follow this practice. What bee 

pet ~ -----—__——--—— keeper has not at some time had a col- 

ony doing splendid work in the sections 

SHOOK OR SHAKEN—WHIGH? only to learn a few days later that they 

Sains: had swarmed at some time when he was 

obliged to be away from the upiry fora 

S, E. MILLER, short time and that all work in the sec- 

Two subjects are occupying consider- tionshad ceased. Of course having the 

able space in several of the bee journals queen’s wings clipped would prevent the 

at present. Shook or shaken, brushed swarm from leaving, but even-then if 

or forced swarmes are being thoroughly the bee keey er is not on hand when the 

over-hauled and the more one reads swarm first issues and has returned to 
about it the more confused he becomes the hive before be returns he will not 

One writer advises hiving them on know that they have been out. My ex- 

drawn combs and insists that itis the perience is that a colony after attempt- 

only proper way. Otherssay hivethem ing to -warm twice with a clipped-queen 

on full sheets of foundation while still will kill her and then assoon as a queen
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hatches, she leads off the swarm. By the hands of the consumer, the less 

this time much more of the brood has will be this unnecessary added exp2nse. 

hatched. he swarm is much larger Let the producer and consumer divide : 

than it would have been at the first at- what is prvfit tothe middle men and 
tempt and consequently the parent col- the consumer will get his honey at a 

ony is left very weak, and our chances lower price, while the producer will 

of receiving any surplus from that col- receive more than what he does at 

ony gone. Ina case like this there is present. 

no doubt that there would be a great Another heavy expense in the market 

gain in shaking theswarmat the proper ing of honey is the transportation 

time and thus avoidthe danger of their charges. This can be very much re- 
leaving at some time whenthe bee duced by handling it in large quanti- 

keeper is not present. ties. This and many other things a 

No doubt there is much to be gained Properly orsanized boly of the bee- 
by a judicious practice of this method keepers can do. But all the talk in 
of swarming but we should not bank the world will do no good unless the 
too much on what we read andconclude ™ajority of bee-keepers are ready to go 
from the flattering reports that we into it and lend a hand to help push it 

have struck a bonanza and are now on long. The tendency of the present 
the high road to riches. Likely none ®8¢ is to unite in vast numbers or unite 

of us can follow tothe letter the method Vast amounts of capital and do business 

as laid down by any one particular 00 @ large scale and make small profits 

writer on the subject but must vary itto 0 large amount of comm odities rather 

suit our localities and consider the than large profits on sm.ll amounts 
many little circumstances that go to Tbiscan only bedone by the agerega- 
muke up the difference in different tionof large capital, or the co-opera- 
upiaires managed by different men. We tion of many individuals enga ed in 
should read up on the subject, sift out the same per cent. 
the grain from the chaff and then after Bee-keepers, | believe, are above 
sume practice and study we can adopta the average in __ intellizence. 
system of shook swarming suited to our The farmers in some of the western 
own particular wants. states are co-operating and saving 

After we have decided on a particu- several cone aee bushels in marketing 
lar method, each one may for himself ue ere : 

call them what he likes, shook, shaken, Shall we bee-keepers stand with 

brushed, forced or artificial swarms. folded Se aoe wait until the proces- 

For my part I will call them shook Sra eee ie 

swarms, because [ know that when I Binnie Me 

get through shaking them they have We are indebted to the A. I, Root 
been shook. Co., Mediaa, Ohio, for a copy of the 

The other subject that is receiving 1903 edition of the A B C of Bee Cul- 
considerable attention is the formation ture, In the new addition a pleasing 

of a bee-keepers trust or union. This change has been made in the binding: 
is a subject that well deserves discus- many new engravings and much inter- 

sion or what would be better still,action. esting matter have been added. By a 

A large per cent. of what the con- system of constant revision, the a BC 
sumer pays for his honey is added to is kept as nearly up-to-date as is possi- 

it after it leaves the producers hands, a “an Ca ot, Sheenenargat:) 

and the nearer we can come to taking — eral make-up reflects much credit upon 
it from the producer and putting in the publisher.
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GOOD THINGS IN THE BEE-KEEPING PRESS. the old hive you must not shake out the 
thin unsealed honoy for the young bees; 

a me use it for a substitution as water, and 
BY SOMNAMBULIST. of course the force left will all be need- 

” 
The subject of forced swarms oc- Soke nurse ee Noo : 

cupies considerable space in Dec. Ist, Tf you use any drawn comb in the 
Gleanings, and it is a continuation of supers and uone in the brood chambers 

this all absorbing subject; we will also YOU will catch sume pollen. _Unless an 
continue the clippings. Extracts from excluder is used the queen wiil go above 
J. B. Crain’s article are as follows: and lay in the sections which contain 

“Tf the object is simply to prevent eae vom: 7 

q swarming it is pretty effectual but not Don tuse an excluder if ycu can 
wholly to be depended upon.’ ‘Ihe val- avoid it,”’ as it tends to discourage the 

w+ of this method will depend very much bees from properly entering the supers. 
on the skill with which it is used.” Our idea, “have your hive level and 

[ have never observed but that shake Shaded.” 
en swarms worked just as industriously “Be sure to reinforce the swarm with 
as natural ones, if there were as many another drive from the old hive within 
bees. I have had the best results from seven days.” 
shaken swarms when shaken on to old Following these articles is one in 
combs. which Homer H Hyde condemns shaken 

* One thing you must never give them swarms. Give reasons, ‘‘the old colony 
and that is brood. does not build up in time for the latter 

J. E Chambers tells us that “great flow of honey and the new colony is 
judgment and skill are required in soon aiso weak from the fact that it is 
order to get best results from brushed without hatching bees for about twenty- 
swarms.’? The secret is to get them to  fuur days, and unless the queen is very 

| work at once, and witha vim and hus- vigorous the new colony is seldom in 

tle, which goes further toward counter the right condition to secure the best 
balancing the swarming impulse. results from the later flows.’” 

The process of brushing does not put He then goes on to describe “the 
the bees in condition where they feel method of increase atd swarm preven- 

that they have swarmed, except when tion practiced in the apiaries of our 
they would have swarmed in a few days company ”’ 

anyhow. First, the season before we have a 

A brushed swarm under proper con- good number of extra brood combs built 
dition will always bo stronger than a out; next we see that all colonies have 

natural swarm, and gather more honey, —_ prolitic queens, and go into winter with 
because most of the working foree will plenty of hone. 

gowith it. and is strengthened by a Brood rearing here usually commen- 
second drive. With me starters are ces in ernest the later part of February, 
not as good as half sheetsoffoundation. and by the middle of March the colon- 

The summing up of this article is as ies usually. have their brood nests about 

follows: ‘‘Iirst, don’t brush unless the filled with brocd. 

colony is very strong.’ ‘Don’t brush f honey is coming in and it usually 
unless there is a gvod flow, orto control is we decide about how much increase 
the swarming fever. we want at each apiary and start cells 

“Be sure that the bees gorge them- accordinlgy. Just before these cells 
selves with honey. are ripe we return to each apiary, and 

“Tf you don’t leave afew old bees in from each strong colony that would be
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likely to swarm before April 10th, The forced swarm is far and away | 

we take two frames of bees and hatch- ahead ofnetural swarming. and utter — 

ing brood and insert in their places two nonswarming would be still better. i 

empty combs carried over. We place Friends please don’t lose sight of the | 

these two frames of bees and brood on fact that just as much ahead as shaking 
anew stand and give them a ripe cell jg over, letting the bees have their own 

in acell prot ctor, making asmany new way, just so far is it ahead of either to 

colonies as we wish to increase. have no swarming at all and no deple- 

We return to each apiary in a week tion of either brood or bees to prevent 

or ten days, and from all colonies show- swarming Just a few of you, at least. 

ing indications of swarming we draw keep company with mein the continued 

two or more fram-sof broolinserting in quest for non swarming, without sitting 

their places empty combs or frames of down half way between that and natur- 

foundation, taking the combs of brood al swarming, satisfied with forced 

and adding to the nuclei started. swarms. 
We continue this operation until the In another straw be answers E. Root 

honey flow opens up. Our experience ia this way “Why shouldn’t a forced 

is that once we have the colonies in the Warm that has had two drives of bees 
supers and at work, there will be very be the equal of the untinkered colony 

few that willcare to swarm. our ob- that never thinks of swarming,” quoth 

ject is to draw only enough from the Ye editor. 
colonies to keep down their swarm: 1 don’t know unless it be that the 

ing until the honey flow comes. untinkered colony is saved the labor of 

When we start the nuclei we like to building an extra set of combs. Then 
have about two empty combs to place the cost of two tinkerings ought to be 

on each side of the combs of brood, and charged up somewhere. : 

the rest ofthe hive is filled with full Whereupon ye editor replies: ‘Yes 
sheets of foundation. should any how- it is true; the cost of two tinkerings 
ever fail to build out their combs und m™ust be charged up somewhere, but 
make good colonies by the end of the will not that charge be less than tink- 

second flow they are helped, and the ering witb a swarm in the air, chasing 

unfinished work divided up with the 0 the top of anelm tree to getit after 

old colonies so that all may be in fine itis clustered? I have no faith that 

shape for winter. yon will ever get an untinkered swarm 

Now I know that this system of work ‘that will not swarm. Of course, you 
depends on the locality for its success, will have isolated cases every season, 

ut very probably it can be modified to and a whole yard of °em some seasons.”’ 

meet the demands of other localities of F. Greiner in American Bee Journal 

the same general nature. We Enew thus comments on brushed or forced 

that for our lovality itis far superior to swarms: ‘‘In practicing the method, 

any other method. locality plays an important part. The 

On the subject of forced swarms the shuken off bees absvonding i+, for 

Dr.’s straws have to say: “The chief instance, unknown tosome, whilst with 

argument for being satisfied’ withforce- others precautionery measures nave to 

ed swarms lies in the advantage forced be taken or else 20 per cent of the 

swarms give over foul brood Iconfess crushed colonies leave the bee-keeper. 

its a strong. if not an allsufficientargu- There is really too much at stake to 

ment, wherever foul brond prevails.”” run any chances One single swarm ‘ 

(Editor Root warns us that foul brood held from going to the woods will pay 

is on the increase at a fearful rate.) in honey for all the entranee guards
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needed in a large apiary, or pay for variations some one of them will be 

the trouble of keeping a brood comb,  adaptable-to one of the many different 

or rather a comb of brood does not al- localities Bee-keepers will welcome 

ways hold the bees from absconding in anything in the shape of help along the 

my own locality and the entranceguard line of controlling swarming. And 

has failed once with me. should a non-swarming strain of bees 

‘This however, does nob hinder me ever become a reality thrice welcome 

| from applying these means. It is the Will they be. 

best we can do, so far as I know. In W. M. Stolley in American Bee Jour- 

some localities a hive full of brushed nal speaks of having owned three stands 
off brood combs may be set up on anew of bees for as many years and they never 

stand—-the hatching bees willtake care sent out a swarm nor gave a pound of 

of things. I learn this from the writ- surplus. He kept track of them for 

ing of others for I have never tested it years and they were never known to 

myself, not being ofthat venturesome furnish any surplus or cast a swarm 

nature. I prefer to makeasure thing They simply lived. Now if they had 

of it by placing one or more sets of only stored surplus what a gold mine 

brushed combs upon some colony, leav- they would have proved. But if we 
J ing them there from six to nine days. must sacrifice surplus to secure that 

} Then they can be separated without non-swarming strain, we will gladly 
the slightest risk of losing brood or put up with the old-fashioned swarming 

starting a case of robbing. If the bees. 

weather is warm and there is not much W. J. Stahman owned a strain of 

open brood in a hive, it may dotoleave bees that failed to attach the comb to 

things to the emerging bees,”* the sides and bottom of the sections and 

i] He adds that “I believe that more all the progny of said bees showed the 
fj disagreements and disputesariseamong same characteristic trait. He says 

/ bee keepers on account of differennesof there are bees that fasten the combs on 

Mt localities than any other one cause.” all four sides of a section—fasten it 
In Dec. 18th number we are told how Defore the comb is half finished; that 

i] J. C. Wheeler paotects the brood and makes comb honey that can be shipped 
}] at the same time leaves the wholeforce With safety. This he considers a point 

on the old stand. to wit: “Allthe bees Worthy of more attention than it now 
are skaken or brushed off and the hive receives. 

of beeless brood is set on the old stand, Ob, when we get the improved bee, 
the forced swarm near by. The field the gentle, beautiful, prolific, comb 
bees will return to the old stand, and fastening, surplus storing, non-swarm- 

the brood will be well cared for. In a ing bee, won’t we be in clover, at least 

day or two the forced swarm is put on if we are not our bees should be and of 
the old stand and the hive of brood re- the white variety to. An up-to-date 

moved to a new stand some distance bee-keeper would be the next requisi- 

away. Allthbe old bees willbe sure to tion andI sometimes wonder if he will 

go to the old stand, and enough young be forth coming. That is will the 
] bees will have emerged to care fer the average bee-keeper be able to keep up 

brood, thus leaving all the bees with withthe rapid strides of progress? One 

‘Wj the swarm and yet running norisk with thing is certain, he will never without 

q the brood.” the aid of the journals, but then the 

| In testing the forced swarm theories, average bee-keeper certainly does read 

many will do well to cultivate caution. them. If he doesn’t, let him remember 

It is to be hoped that out of all these that ‘‘now is the day of salvation” and
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begin at once before it is to late. when loaded returns to the oid stand 

Pickings from Our Neighbors Fields whenlo! her horse has been moved, 

begin with, “Even a hasty glanc» over and yet only a rod away. and she is 

the bee journals of Europe shows a _ lost, but if the colony has been moved, 

great increase in activity in bee mat- say five miles whenshe comes out to 

ters. New organizations of hee-keep- work sbe gets her new location 

ers are constantly forming methods and returns all “O. K.” This looks 

are freely and ably discussed, the old is reasonable and is the accepted ‘‘ver- 

given place to the new, ruts are being sion,” butit is a long way from the 

filled up and new paths are coming into facts as a litile bit of reasoning will 
views, new uses for honey are causing demonstrate. 

an increase in price and new sources of While the bees are shut up in the 
nectar are constantly coming to the hive, as they must be to move them, 

front.” how do they know whether they are 
The journals of this country are in n0 Heine moved five miles or five rods? 

respect behind in apicultural progress. ‘They do not know nor have no way of 

the leading lines of thought may be  ascertaininy until they get out of their 
stated broadly to be in line of increas- hive and look aronnd, and the old bees 

ing our bee ranges and finding more that have been moved five miles comes 
and better markets for honey. out of the hive, if there is no obstruc- 

My, how people ‘dew differ” now. tion in the way, and flies direct, as she 

[imagined the leading line of thought thinks, for the old field, but finds when 
to be controling swarming through the  to0 late that she is ina new territory 
medium of forced swarms but judging and lost. lost for “keeps,” while those 
from the last two bundles of clippiugs moved only a short distance return and 
you are most probably aware of that. hover around their old stand avd we 

an ean see them and note the number 

MOVING BEES. lost, while those moved a long distance 
a do not know where to go, seater about 

BY GEO. W. WILLIAMS. and perish and we have no way of 
In November Progressive I noticed knowing how many are lost only by 

an article from Bro. T. W. Morton on the depletion in the hive. There is 

“Moving Bees.” just as many bees lost out of a colony 

This reminds the writer of the many moved five miles or five rods if every- 

articles he has read on the ‘‘moving thing else isequal Uhe point in favor 

- business” and without a single excep- of the long distance move brought 

tion every article read is misleading. about from the fact thatin along dis- 

The impression left by these writers tance move we shake and disturb the 

are that if bees are moved only ashort bees morethan in a short move, ard 

distance, say one mile and under,many the more they are disturbed tLe more 

of the old field workers will return to they will fly around the mouth at the 

their old stand and be lost but if first coming outto se2 wha: fhe tro ible 

moved a longer distance», say three. is. 

four or five miles, they will, on starting Moving bees in the heighth of wo: k- 

out the first day, get their location and ing season is always attended with loss 

return to their hive. As an explana- and shou'd be done as little as possible. 

tion for this they say that when moved My plan, if I have to move for any rea- 

only a short distance the bee is famil- son, is to shut th-m all in at night, giv- 

iar with all the surroundings and goes ing plenty of ventillation by laying a 

on her usual rotine of business and wire cloth over the top and blocking
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upthe cova, keeping them inall the This writer isnotan editor, and has fur- 

next day; then on the second morning ther stipulated, in assuming the duty of 

about an hour after they should have writing paragraphs of general interest, 

been at work, smoke them just enough that he shall be as independent and 

} to make them fill themselves anlopen unfettered asa contributer should be. 
} the entrance. By this plan I notice Bee-keeping has a peculiar facina- 

that pearly all of them as they come — tion as an occupation. It gives returns 
out they will turn their heads towards jy mouey. Children require a practi- 

‘the hive and locate themselves. cal preparation for life. Put those few 
Mr. Editor, why is that friend Root facts together, and what conclusion do 

in speaking of the worker bee insist you think you had better draw? Once 

on calling ita “him” or “he?” Why in a while afarm journal says ‘Give 
don’t someb.dy tell “him,” “he” or the boy a pig, or a calf, or a plot of 
“her” that the workers are queens ground, so that he may have some- 
dwarfed and therefore are females and thing of his own.””_ 1 have never seen 

Should be called she and her. this question very thoroughly discussed 
Humansville, Mo. in such a journal. Yet it is one of the 

"a most important that ican. ccerpy. our 

< attention. Ifa man is too weak-mind- 

Che Progressive ed to have a particular purpose in life 

as a justification for the existance of 
Bee-Keeper. his own peculiar individuality, but 

Bee: areata tisk has taken it on himself to call children 
A journz! devoted to Bees, Honey and Kin- into existence, he can at least make 

Sredibodaserless their development a purpose. It is 
FIFTY CENTS PER YEAR. not a sufficient one, for if he does not 

Se © Justily his;own existence ‘they may nov 

R, B. Leawy, — Editor and AMenager justify theirs—he will miss giving 

Fike PMERON: torial WRe™. them the example of is own grosth 
Leauy Mra. Co. . Publishers. 48 an incentive to theirs, but if he neg- 

ee | lects theirs too, he certainly will hea 

Ir would be impossible to take the — flat failure. 

place of Mr. Doolittle in his line FACIATING as Bee-keeping may be, 

of expert information, and I sball not it isnot in itself sufficient to justify 

try. Average apicultural interests, the exclusive attention of a mature 

however, is a line that may be pre- mind in this age of awakening to so- 

# sented by a writer who is representa- cial duties, but as an educational in- 

tive and alive to his own interests. A fluenceit has great possibilities. and 

Bee-keeper who is not an expert. in the bee-keeper with children growing 

the proper and limited sense of the up in his home who does not avail 

word, but who depends for his living himself of it is very foolish. The 

on bee-keeping, while baving other usual parental idea of education is to 
powerful interests that occupy his leave it all to the school-teacher as be- 

i} mind, may well represent bee-keepers ing something special, and external to 

W at larze, for his particular requirement the home. But education, in the 

4 of just so much effective work and no truestsense, is taking place all the ; 

more is one that is characteristic of time, at home as well as at school, for 
the great majority. fur many reasons, better or worse. i 

THE word editor is getting to be as DEFECTS of formal education are be- 

badly misused as the word professor. ginning to attract attention. The
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greatest defect is to be traced not to acumen in searching out such motives 

teachers, but to parents. Education is as would inspire the child to undertake 

discipline, knowledge and culture, and sucn work as leads to knowledge and 

discipline is not the least important culture, instead of att »mpting to foree 

The usual way of applying discipline is those things upon him in such a way 

the repetition of set tasks, to which astoinspire disgust, we would have 

the pupil is held down by the exercise home training and school cducation 

of authority. Neither the average that amounted to something, instead 

teacher nor the average parent gives of the appalling proportion of failures 

much thought te the possibility of get- that now result. Professor Butler of 

ting the same repetition of tasks, with Columbia University, an authority on 

tenfold the effectiveness, by impulses education, says: 

from within. instead of pressure from We have still to learn what interest 

without—by building upon the tempor- means, how it is changed from indirect 

ary desires of the child as motives, in- and how it is built up into a permanent 
elementof character. We inexperienc- 

stead of more or less perfunctory sub-  ¢y in seeking out and seizing upon the 

mission to authority asa motive, and present and tem) orary interests of the 
as the result is that real discipline, student, and in using them as a factor 

leading to habits of perseverance, is SAIN: Ta cumeh IA 
not acquired in three cases out of  ob<tacies and character is-trengthened 
four so treated, for when the mind is by overcoming them. so the school and 
antagonized, it merely shuffles along college fontee ehould nop meats to 

4 compel students to 0 dis ‘ings 
uous oor et S put ecpoyauce. ary HeceuU Senay ae distasteful and 
One only has to think of the mental difficult. Ido not hesitate to say that 
condition of slaves. to realize the fal- I believe that doctrine to be profoundly 

lacy of this method of discipline. But immore and. its consequences Cans 

how has his wrong theory and practice ig Eu geared a 
grown up in education? Because sc- ang allow him todo of notdo ashe 

ciety expects and demands of school pleases. Certainly not. and that is not 
the same methods as are applied at the alternativ.. [he proper and scien- 
home. When a child dwadles and tific course is to search for the. pupil's 

: 2 a empirical and natural interests, and to 
shirks, because his expanding mind  pyiid upon them. 

and body demand exercise in some- 
thing different, he knows not what, the **"SENT AND TEMPORARY INTERESTS, 
averag> parent applies force and sever- Searcely aay element of ey life is 
ity, under the impression that is the SUPertor to bee-keeping in this resprct, 
only method of teaching perseverance. 1” the time of childhood But I wonder 

It is a great mistake. It generally bow many) bee keeping pate its Need 
amounts to the destruction of the pow- garly fraction of one per cent, J sup- 
er of mastering perseverance, and P0S¢—give the boys and girls a few col- 
foneneneevasion inereads onies apiece, and the time to work with 

them, and a bee-book. and companion- 

How different is the effect of the ship in looking up the natural history 
activities of a healthy child upon his suggested by the bee, and in planning 

own mind! If he wants to build a methods of work, and above all in look- 
play-bouse, and make a cellar under it, ing pleasant and beginning over again 

the amount of perseverance that he with a varied method when the child 
will put into hard digging isastonish-  outgrows the first enthusiasm. How- 
ing. If such activities are often re- ever, that rather goes beyond the pro- 

peated, his own energy trains itself, vince of old bachelors to discuss. But 
and ifthe parent or teacher spent his {| speak feelingly from my own experi-
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ence as a child, which, together with grealy dependent on the co-operation of 

observation of youthful comrades. leads parents, in evolving right priaciple of 

me to conclude that there is always general education in general home 

enough energy inachild todoitsown training, in supplying the knowledge, 

training, if aroused and rightly direct-. by frequent consultation, for special 

| ed, and in comparison with this, the treatment of each individual child, in 
| pressure of external authority isa mis- making this increased recognition of 

| crably weak instrument. Perhaps individuality possible by employing 

the kind cf cducation we need more teachers for the same apparent 

|} most is the education of parents work, but requiring them to study the 
A PRacTICAL TRAINING—What ¢eds of individuals more and in setting 

is it? Is it the study of practical suh- the example, and creating the public 
jects in school? That is theory. not sentiment which shall make these 

practice Is it practical work? That things possible, by home application of 
J does not follow atall forit may bemere the principle of arousirg interest from 

drudgery, and drudgery is deadly. within as the foundation ofall training. 

| The spirit of work is the valuable part THEREFORE, bee-keeping parents, 
of it. Only practical motives make whatever you do, don’t make your 

] practical work. If the child Children help you in such a way as to 

earns and saves money by his work, overlook the wonderful possibilities of 
1 hefeels himself t» bea part of the ac- tbe excellent instrument for developing 

tual worldand a force in society, andis their souls that you happen to have 
thus preparing himself for real life by control of in your peculiar business. 
entering into it. The only way to learn Give them a few colonies of bees for 

how to do athing isto doit. Work their very own, and then don’t be 
ostensibly nothing but discipline, mis- ‘idactie or priggish or domineering. 
sesthe opportunity for the most power- but put yourselves in their place, and 
ful kind of discipline. study the workings of their minds; for 

Bur how combine practical work for eo re Ouye DOW ea aua ea 

whieh practical motives are absolutely cS ogee 
ft necessary, with the mastery of know- . F. L. THOMPSON. 

ledge and the absorption of culture? snr G0)0: 

j Well, that is the great problem of enter 

W education, and when experienced minds 
acknowledged themselves floored by it Progressive Bee Keeper: I feel 

under presentconditions, we shallhave that the lately issued ballot for officers 
to remain modest. But one thing is of the National Bee Keepers’ Associa- 

sure, that the question is not to be tion is unfair, —especially so to E. T. 

solved by practical work and practical Abbott, a friend of mine. For the 
W motives alone, for it is thusthatex- good ofthe Association I have asked 

| clusive and narrow minds are formed, the Board of Directors to order a new 
and obstructionism in social progress ballot,— said ballot to name all candi- 
results, with the continuation of un- dates for each office, so each member 

deserved misery. For spirituality and can take his choice. Also the said 
liberal-mindedness, for progressive ballot to provide for voting on the pro- 

citizenship and the foundation of true PS d amendments to the Constitution. 
happiness, we must continue to depend Yours truly, 
on all-round education, and apply our- N. E, FRANCE. 

selves to remedy its defects; and for this [No comment from us is needed.— 

| purpose teachers and educators are Ed.]
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With this issue Mr. F, L. Thompson fluence of personal contact with other 

becomes one of the editorial writers for men of experience in convention assem- 

the Progressive. Three reason why bled.” 

we have solicited the aid of Mr. Thomp- it was our good luck to be present at 

son are these: Outside of Missouri our the above convention and can vouch for 

largest circulation per state comesTex- all the brother has said. We have at- 

as and then Colorado. The nextis Mr. tended many conventions, but for areal 

Thompson has had some experience in _ live enthusiastic gathering of bee-keep- 
this line and third, he hews to the line ernone have equaled this. The Den- 

regardless to where the chips fall. ver convention was a grave yard com- 
——————_——- paired with it. At Chicago I think all 

Another department we have added went home with a kind feeling for all 
with the new year is our Texas Jepart- present and longed for the time “when 
ment” as we said before, the nextstates we shall meet again’’—unless it was 

in circulation for the Progressive was Brother Hutchinson. 

Texas and Colorado. Well, with Texas ee eee See 

next to our home state and a large cir- WEED PROCESS—COMB FOUNDATION. 

culation in many other southern states Pepe cont Ontarinuhee-keaversican 

we heve opened a Texas department ition held at Barre Ontario, Canada, 
under the management OE omer th question was asked, “What is your 
Hyde. Mr. Hydeis en experienced bee- experience with Weed Process Founda- 
keeper, has spent his childhood inthe ji 0,0 

apiary and to him the appellation, eon Mr. Chrysler—I have not used it. 
of Texas bee-keeping”’ is not putting it W. J. Browh=It is noadvantage. 

too strong. Mr. Hyde is also the mene Jas. Armstrong—For the brood-cham- 
senative of the Progressive in T SS AR: finer Iewculd oohouse anything else. 

So kindly send him your good will, ad- There are more sheets of the founda- 
Nertisments and albecripbions. Mr. tion per pound, and it is stronger 

Hyde Ss paragraphs will always have Mr. Holtermaon—The objection 

eonicthing | new inane = raised to section foundation is that the 

One of Editor Yorks correspondents bees do not work on it so readily. 
bas this to say of the Chicago-Norta- ee ane a eron proper. 
western Convention held at Chicago jy manipulated. 

Dee. 3-4: W. J. State ioe nerdnees depends 
: wanes = ¥ y ax used. ax fr 28 ee em Gnck barace then that “trou Ola 

say something to some of my COTE: 

brother bee-keepers within easy Several members said they found the” 
reach of Chicago, toawaken in thema bees prefer old-process foundation. 

sense of the privilege they are missing Some fonintaln ne. cna: : i 

by failing to attend the meetings of the fei aee00 pounds of ont ox 

Chicago-Northwestern. Itwasa wide- thin foundation for their own and 
awake convention. fhe time .was not meigh bors use, vine tha ne Mor 

pura oe wate One ee put oe and the esc iorewerk aM 
the question-box, for the most part, On it. | We: would think if the weed 

furnished material for live discussion. has this fault it would be a good thing 

Bright bits of information sparkled out for the southern states, as the ha: der 

here and there, some of them frommen the foundation the more heat it wou'd 
y z ‘ stand. Our process is not just exactly 

who would never have given ee In like the Weed. It does not crystalize 
the columns of a bee-paper, norinany quite as hard as the Weed process 
other way than by the stimulating in- hence is not so transparent and brittle.
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N. B.—All subscriptions from Texas should stale be found in this department, but 
be sent to me direct. All matters relating i & 
to advertising should you desire space in the all men are mortal and ifI put in 

rrosyesive: shontd aisp besent to me: FA" something of no importance, please 
Repeaiee, Weeate Same weiner Peco OO ma 
bers from Texas, so come on with yoursub- tope the department may be found of 
scriptions. interest to my fellow bee keepers. 
pS ok Gl 

SALUTATORY. In this issue will be found an article 

by the writer on bulk comb honey. | 
Some four weeks ago quite unexpect am sure that this will meet the apro- 

edly Mr. Leahy wrote and stated his pation of all bee keepers who are all- 
wish to have a special Texas depart-  yeady acquainted with the production 

ment in his journal, and offered me oF Hulk comb honey, and we trust. will 
the position us editor of that depart- be an eye opener to those who are not. 
ment. After some correspondence I mpis honey isthe great Texas product 

consented to take temp rary charge and I think the bee keepers of 

and posibly permanent charge. Ibave Texas are ahead of all other states 

no desire as is usually the case tobeg when it comes to putting up comb 

your pardon for this department of the honey in the right shape for the masses 

Procressive. [simply give it toyot and in a way that is bringing Texas 
i for what it is worth.. | shall endeavor jee keepers more money than would 

to make this department as instructive  geetion honey. 

} as posible and as truly representative ee: : 

} of Texas Bee treeping as it is posible In the next issure the writer will 

]} to make it. [shall ask your co-opera- give his extended experience on the 

tion in the matter. Shall be glad to spreading of brood. I will tell you 

} have lett-rs from you atany timeotfer- when and how it may be done to ad- 

{| ing suggestions and would like you to vantage, and when and how it may be 

give me your views on aoy question practiced to a great disadvantage. In 

under discussion. Our space bowever the March issue I will write and article 

is limited to 4 pages and would ask you on Races of Bees, strong colonies (how 

to make your correspondence short and secured) for the honey flow, ete. The 

to the point. April issue will have an article on pre- 
i Now I do not expect everybody to paring honey for market, and I will 

#} agree with me on all points,and when likely continue to write an article 

we differ, please remember that we do each month as long as I have charge of 

it honestly. and that I shall always be this department. We trust that you 

willing to yield any point upon the pro- — will at once become a subscriber to the 

per show of evidence. Progressive in order to miss none of 
Itismy desire that nothing old or these articles.
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Now that Texas is to have adepart- be and getitin and put up ready for 

ment in the Progressive Bee Keeper the honey flow when it comes. It is 

we trust that you will all take boldand poor policy to wait until the honey flow 
give this department your support,and is here before ordering the needed sup- 

more, give this journal your support. plies. You should have them now and 

If you are not a subscriber become one get them ready so there will be no loss 

at once and get your neighbor to sub- when the flow comes. A great deal 

scribe. The price is only 50c per year, more money is lost by having on hand 

avery insignificantsum. Allsubscrip- to few empty hives and supers than 

tions from Texas should bes nt tome there is by having too many._ The big 

direct. Also all advtertisers in Texas rains that have blessed Texas the past 

desiring space in the Progressive will fall and promise to continue will al- 

please make their application through most insure a big crop all over the state 

me and all correspondence in regardto and especially will this be so in the 

same should be directed tome. See Southwestern part, where fall and win-° 

notice at head of this department. ter rains always insure a big crop of 

ee honey. 

If from time to time any of our Texas fe 

amatuers sbould desire to ask a ques- MVOING WITH OPEN ENTRANCES. 

tion on some pvint in Texas bee keep- This has been tried by afew. Are 

ing, they are at liberty todo soandif there many who approve of this mode 
vhey will forward same to me direct,I of moving bees? After studying the 

will answer their questions through matter over thoroughly and putting it 
this department, or direct as the case to a test to a certain extent we can not 
may be. I would ask all questioners, ive it our approval. It might work 

however, to enclose stamp if they wish with others; all right. And it might 
nreply direct. Come on with your work very successfully for a time or | 
questions and they will be answered to two, but oh the time that it does not 
the best of our ability. do so. 

—.— Suppose of an accident, All the hive 

For several years The Hyde Bee Co. @ntvances wide open. Woe to the man 

has been looking around for some in charge then. 
cheaper and at the same time satisfac- How many times old box hives and 
tory paint fo: bee hives. We believe others, too, have been moved,some just 
we have found this in what is advertis- Set into the wagon as they stood in the 
ed as Powderpaint, the same being yard; others with cracks, unnoticed at 

shipped as a powder and for applica- first, from which bees made their ese1pe 

tion is mixed with nothing but cold wa- and loand behold, the many amusing 
ter. Weordered 100 Ibs last season Stories told by those having had some 

and used it ona big lot of hives and experience alonz this line. 

after it has been on nearly one year we Whev moving bees we would prefer 

are very well satisfied. We find that to have everything well secured so that 

the cost is about one-third that of lead no bee can make its escape. Then n» 

and oil paint. We believe that it de- trouble will ensue. 

serys a fair trial by all bee keepers. For short distance m>vinz we have 
1 ee most succes-fully used strips of burlap 

Now isthe time of year toget your other heavy cloth about three inches 

hives, supers and everything in readi- wide and as long as the Width of the 
ness for the honey crop. You should hives. 
figure out about what your needs will Fold doubl +, lay against the entrance
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and push into the whole width of the the frames cannot be wired because we 

hive with a knife. To open the hives, expect tocut the honey out, but with 

run through the yard, pull out the rags the Ideal frames we can use full sheets 
} and that’s all. if we so prefer. Ideal supers and 

———— frames are preferred generally because 

BULK COMB HONEY—ITS DEMAND, ITS they are not so large, are not so heavy 
PRODUCTION PROFITABLE. to handle, they are nearer the right 

aes amount of room to give a colony at one 

BY H. H. HYDE. time, and they can be freed of bees 

A few years ago bulk comb was prac- much quicker than can full bodies. To 

tically unknown, but today there is free them of bees we simply smoke 
scarcely a bee keeper in the United down between the frames well aud: then 

] States that has not heard of it and how P'Y oc super loose ue) jennes mee 

itis produced. It is now the principal van ibe seund) (hati eee eee 

product of the south western Texas bee will fall one. | Theyicurs them bosstacks 

keepers. Its production is rapidly gain- ed up/and a hole lett ay eae 
ing ground not only all over Texas, but 12 two or three hours time the last bee 

is gaining a footing in Nebraska, Co!o- will/haye/leth vhe:supens: 
rado and Utah. Then again the supers and frames 

The demand from the consumers for #re nice for extracted honey, should 

this article is rapidly growing and is the bee keeper in any event desire to 
keeping far ahead of itsproduction, and $0 use them, and in fact in putting up 
of this fact the bee keepers are rapidly bulk comb it requires about one-third 

catching on. There are many reasons extracted honey with which to put the 
why it is gaining a hold with both the comb up. 

consumer and the producer and espec- In packing bulk comb we cut out the 

ially the former. comb nicely and place it in the cans, 

When he buys a can of bulk comb and afterwards pour in extracted honey 

honey he feels sure that he is getting to cover the comb and to fill up the 

a pure sweet just as the bees made it; crevices, and in this way about one- 

he feels that he is getting full weight, third extracted honey goes in, and it 

and he knows he has bought it at a must be remembered that this extract- 

less price per pound than be could ed honey goes in at the comb honey 

) have bought section honey. Then he price. I[t has been found both practi- 

bas his honey in a nice bucket where cal and profitable to produce both comb 

the honey cannot break or lose out and extracted honey in the same apiary 

when cut in two, and when he has eat- and in fact on the same hives at the 

en out the honey he has a useful pail same time, for many have found that 

left. These are some of the reasons it pays them to have one super of 

why the consumer prefers bulk comb combs on top of the regular brood nest 

honey to section honey. I am talking so that the queen may fill it with brood 
of the majority of the people. Of before the honey flow, if she likes, and 

course there are the wealthy who will when the flow comes these supers catch 

always buy a limited quantity ofsection the first nectar, and as soon as the flow 

honey because it is high in price, and ison and the bees have commenced to 

has to them a fancy look. secrete wax this super of combs is lift- 
Bulk comb is produced in either full ed and the empty frames of foundation 

bodies or shallow Ideal supers. If the placed between them and the brood, 

former is used it is hardly practical to which is the most effectual way of bait- 

fasten in full sheets of foundation, as ing bees into the supers, and it will be
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found that where colonies are so work- bulk comb we get a low extracted hon- 

ed swarming is kept in check if not en- ey rate and have the assurance that it 

tirely prevented, the queen is left in will go through as safely as if it was 

entire possession of the regular brood extracted honey. When we go to pre- 

nest and by the time the flow is over pare supers for the harvest, all we 

the brood will have hatched from the have to do to our bulk comb supers is 

shallow super of combs and the bees to scrape the top bars a little and fas- 

will have filled it with extracted honey, ten in the foundation, but with section 

and this is just what we will want in honey we have to make up shipping 

putting up our comb honey, as we have cases and sections and spend a long 

already shown that at least one-third time putting the foundation in just 

the honey must be extracted with which right. When the supers are put on, 

to pack the comb. It has been demon- the bees go to work in the bulk comb 

strated time and again that bees will supers at once and ina big cluster and 

store all the way from 50 per cent to thereby forgetting to swarm, but with 

100 per cent more honey when worked section supers the bees have to be 

for bulked comb than they will when carefully baited and coaxed into the 

worked for section honey, and many supers and when they get there they 

believe, the writer included, that are cut off into twenty-four or more 

where the bees are worked as outlined small compartments, which they have 

above that nearly if not quite as much to try to keep warm, and to get them 

buik comb honey ean be produced as sealed out to the woods we have to 

could be produced of extracted honey crowd the bees and thereby losing 

alone, and especially does this hold honey. By crowding we lose equally 

_good where the localities have fast as much honey as we do when the su- 

flows of honey, in whichagreatamount pers are first put on by reason of the 

of wax is always secreted whether bees being slow to enter the sections. 

there are any combs to build or not. Just how much honey is lost by the 

We will now show the relative cost bees being slow to enter the sections, 
of bulk comb to section honey. When ow much is lost by crowding and how 

we buy bulk comb supers and frames much is lost by swarming I am unable 
we have bought them to use for years. £0 say, but it is considerable. 
When we buy sections they are for only You may taxe the items in the pro- 

one season’s use, whether they be fill- duction of the two honeys from begin- 

ed with honey or not. Then wehaveto ning toend and there is not an item 

have costly separators, followers, that is not in favor of bulk comb honey, 

ete., that soon give out to be replaced. except solely in the matter of price 

When we go to ship we have to have received, but friends, where unbiased 

costly glass front shipping cases and men have tried the production of the 
these cases in turn packed in crates two honcys side by side and carefully 

for shipment. Whenwe pack section taken into consideration every factor 
honey we have to iake lots of time and they have invariably found that they 

patience to scrape the sections. When can make at least 50 per cent more 

we pack bulk comb honey we buy cases money producing bulk comb and many 

of cans and cut the honey outintothem. have placed the per cent much higher, 

When we get ready to ship we have There is another fact, not one of the 

to pay a high rate of freight on section men who once quit section honey have 

honey, and more, run the risk of hay- gone back to it We were ourselves 

ing a good part of it badly damaged or large section honey producers several 

destroyed al together. When weship  yearsago, but have been converted and
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have disposed of most of our section A Statement Concerning the Office of State En- 

honey supers and to-day have a large tomologist, the Entomological Department of 

pile of them awaiting a purchaser. the Agricultural and Mechanical College; its 

You may say, I havenotrade or de- Work, Equipment and Needs. 

mand for bulk comh honey. I will say College Station, Texas, Dec. [, 1902. 
that all you have to do is to produce it It seems proper by way of introduc- 

and offer it for sale and you will soon tion to call attention to the enormous 
have a trade that nothing but bulk joss occasioned by insects in Texas, and 
comb will satisfy. You may say, I will the consequent magnitude of the work 
bave to ship my houey and what then? of this office in investigating means to 
—there is no market for this new pro- mitigate such loss, and securing the 
duct? I willsay, take your honey to adoption of the methods advised by 

the cities and offer it yourself and you the farmers of that state. 
will find a ready and appreciative mar- INJURY BY INSECTS IN TEXAS. 

ket and one that will next year demand Thelast cenaudsahowentnatwoneshale 

peo” De : the Brocerymen the cultivated acreage of Texas is 
will have to order their supplies from lentcdig cotton. aTdieieats tenner 

you. There is no question but that a ae athe of “ cane ae ee 
market can be found. The bee keeper ae 2 : He a ohne bl ae oe 

of Texas have found a market for more ee eee v7 suscep oe ngsegy 

than they can produce, and I take it that attack, and the chief work of this de- 

e partment is therefore upon the insects 
the bee men of other states have the affecting it. In his last report, Prof. 

Bame intelligence and tie same 2el-up- | oy Ww. Malley. bas, ecu miarue enemies 
SPECI QU NSEC) [uel ise MENG) from the cotton boll weevil in sixty- 

The packages used in putting up this pine counties at $8,258,915. Mr. W. D. 
article are now most largely 3,6 and unter, Special Agent of the United 
12 1b, tin friction top pails, thatare put States Department of Agriculture for 
up in crates holding 10 of the 121b. the past two years, in investigatng this 
cans, 10 of the 6 1h. cans and 20 of the pest, states (Year Book U.S. Dept. of 

3 1b. cans. There is also some demand Agr., 1901, p. 373): “Of the twenty-five 

} for bulk comb in 60 lb. cans, 2inacase, gounties that annually produce twenty- 

the cans having 8” screw tops. These  fye thousand bales or more, seventeen 
are sometimes ordered where the buyer are now concerned. Statistics show 

desires to put the honey into glass  thatin these counties the devastation 
packages for a fancy trade. of the weevil has caused the amount of 

In conclusion [ wish to refute the land required to produce a bale to be 

statemeuts made that the production fully doubled. Where it formerly re- 

}} of bulk comb honey was the old fogy quired an average of 2.3 aeres to pro- 

| way of honey production. Tassure you ducea bale of staple. it now requires 
| thatitisnotandthatitrequiresasmuch 4,3 acres.’’ Twelve to fifteen million 

skill and as fine a grade of boney as it dollars is. therefore. doubtless a fair 

does for section honey. I also assure estimate of the loss now occasioned 

you that the consumers are behind this by this pest, which has spread to but 

move and that itis only a question of half the cotton growing region of Tex- 

time when the production of section as. The importance of this pest needs 

honey will almost have disappeared. no emphasis. Its control is of vital im- 

Should there be any who read this portance to the whole state, not only to 

that desire further information [should the cotton planter, but to the broker, 
| be glad to give it. manufacturer, banker, railroad, and 

Floresville, Tex. all lines of industry depending upon or
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connected with cotton growing. I be- One million, five hundred tbousand 

lieve that there are few graver pro- dollars would hardly cover the loss 

: blems before the people of Texas to-day upon wheat from insects in 1901. 

than the control of this insect. Damaze to oats, hay and forage crops 

Almost an equal amount of damage Will easily amount to $1,000,000. 
is done by the worm (Heliothis urmiger). The vegetable crop of Texas is 

Prof. Mally very concervatively esti- valued at close io $10,000,000. and is 

mates the loss. from it at $4,822,370 in rapidiy increasing, so that $1.000,000 

1902, while Mr. Hunter (U. S. Dept. damage by insects to vegetables is a 

Agr., Year Book, p. 677) attributes to very conservative estimate. Frequent- 

it a loss of 15 per cent. of the crop in ly itis twiceor thrice that. A host of 
1901, or $26,657,180. A very large wew and unknown insects are constant- 

umount of the damage is also done by ly troubling the trucker, and often re- 

“Sharpshooters” (mostly Homalodisca quire considerable study before success- 

coagulata), and a host of pests which ful means of combating them can be 
prey upon the young plants. Undoubt- devised. 

edly 20 per cent. of the total crop, or The fruit industry of Texas is fast 
approximately $35,000,000, is none too assuming large proportions. As yet 

jarge a loss to attribute to the insects pyt few unusual losses have occured, 

attacking cotton. but it will be strange if, with the 

Tu 1897, Mr. F. H. Chittenden, As- large acreage nuw being planted, and 

sistant Entomologist, United States De- no means for the prevention of injurious 

partment of Agriculture, estimated the insects being brought to the state on 

loss upon stored corn in the seven nursery trees, if there are not serious 

Gulf State at 10 per cent. of the pro- losses within the next few years. This 

duct, valued at $20,000,000. He then has been the experience of all fruit 

stated that fully 50 per cent. of the growing sections. The fruit crop is 

Texas stored corn was often destroyed now valued at about £2,600.000. and 
by weevils. But were only }6 percent. there are about 8,C00,000 friit trees 

destroyed while stored, there would be and nearly 10,000,000 bearing pecan 

a loss of $8,000,000. Growing curnhas trees, according to the most recent 

a long list of insect enemies, among statistics. Both the fruit and trees 
the more imp rtant of which are the aredamaged toa large extent by in- 

boll worm. cut worms. stalk-borers, sects. A fruit tree represents « con- 

white grubs, plant lice, ete, ete. siderable investment, and thousands 
Thirty million dollars is a very safees- are annually killed by insect pests. 

timate of the damage annually done to A half million dollars per year is prob- 

corn by insects in Texas. ably less than the damage done to fruit 

Thus the farmers of Texas are an” trees and nut trees and their crops. 

nually being taxed over $60,000,000 Live stock are likewise troubled 

upon their two staple crops by insect with insect pests. though the dam:ge 

pests. done by them is difficult to estimate. 

During the season of 1901, many Warble flies injur, the hides of cattle, 
wheat fields were a total failure, due ticks carry the Texas fever, sheep are 

to the ravages of a little-known pest aff cted with bots and scab, pcultry — 

(Toxoptera graminum). Based upon the havinga long list of insect «enemies, 
average yalue per acre fur the lastten and a number of flies and gnats cause 

years there was a shortage of $2,000,000 considerable injury to live stock by 

upon the acreage planted in 1901. their annoyance. The last census val- 

which wassmaller thaninseveral years. ues domestic animals in Texas at
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$236,000,000, and the annual sales dred dollars will be necessary for the 

amount to $35,000,000, Ten milliun running expenses of the office. This 

dollars per annum is a low estimate of — leaves about $600 for covering all ex- 

the injury inflicted upon domestic perimental work here and elsewhere 

animals by or through insects. traveling expenses, and any furvbur 

In addition to these strictly agricul- equipment necessary during the com- 
tural items, there is a very large and 198 year. 

unknown amount of damage done by FUTURE WORK. 

insects to growing timber and lumber, It seems desirable for us to thorough- 
buildings, stored gvods of all kinds, ly investigate and test all the methods 
household furnishings, food stuffsetc., heretofore proposed, and by a careful 

which, ifit could be ascertained, study of the habits of the pest both in 
would show a heavy loss. laboratory and field, to determine the 

Collecting these items, we find a best means of combating the Boll Wee- 
total of $75,000,000 loss oceaioned by  yil and conclusively demonstrate the 
insect pests in Texas, as follows: success of such methods upon a consid- 

Cotton..............++. +++ -#35.000,U00 erable scale. 

Corn... ceeeee eee sees eee ees 20,000,000 A number of other insects are in- 
Wheat... oer.) ce eats Fe juryiug the cotton to an unknown but 

Hay sod forage... 0.0001 06,009 & Very large extent, notably, the 
Vegetables................ 1,000,000 ‘‘sharpshooter”’ (Homalodisca coagulata), 
Fruits and nuts............. 500,000 and should be thoroughly studied as to 
Domestic animals.....-...- 10,000,000 Labits and means of control. 
Timber, stored goods, etc., 
mueh Over. .....-.-..20. 14000;000) The wheat growers of North Texas 

---———— __ should be aided in securing means for 

Total......-+-. .-+. ++ $75,000,000 combating the “green bug” (Zoxoptera 

PRESENT FUNDS AND EQUIPMENT. graminum). We feel quite certain that 

The appropriations from this office we can devise means of controlling 
is as follows: this pest, but extensive field experi- 

Entomologist’s salary ($1,500) ments will be necessary to perfect the 
and expenses ($700)... ..$2,2000 00 acquired aparatus. 

Assistant to Entomologist... 1,000 00 va : tis u i 
Insecticides and apparatus. 600 00 Tobacco is a promising industry in 

PA DIARY co ifiasiie acids ose ees 250 00 several counties, Last year, howerer, 
——+>~— the crop at Willis was entirely destroy- 

Total. ....---...++++++++. $4,050 00 ca by the stalk weevil (Zrichobaris muco- 
This gives us $1,200 for equipment, ;va), and where as much as one thous- 

including laboratory and field appara- and acres were formerly planted at that 
tus, and library, office expenses, travel- point, only enough for experimental 

| ing and experimental field work. Of work against this insect will be grown 
‘q} this sum, $1,100 was available upon my next year. This insect will probably 

,/ assuming charge of the office, October eventually threaten all tobacco grow- 

15,1902. As this office has absolutely ing sections of the state unless checked. 
no laboratory equipment for the deter- ‘bere are a considerable number of 

/4 mination and preservation of insects, new and little unknown insects affect- 

// nosystem of records. and no library ing the truck crops of the state. With 

4} facilities, it has seemed to me impera- the growing interest in trucking, we 

/) tive that we have sufficient equipment should be in a position to aid the truck- 

; | along these lines to render our work of ers by carefully investigating these 
. | permanent value, and $400 have hereto- pests, so that we might advise them as 

» ] fore been expended for this. One hun- to practical remedies.
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Likewise, the enormous planting of ly prevent my personal supervision of 

fruit trees will necessitate a careful field work unless we can have the com- 

study and survey of the worst orchard  petent assistance of a stenographer. 

pests and immediate work against the Insectary and Building.—At present 
most dangerous. The exact status of this office has two labaratory rooms, 

the scale insects in the Texas orchards _ j}]y adapted to laboratory work and pur- 
should be ascertained at once and their poses, and entirely unfit for the suc- 

further spread prevented as soon as cessful rearing and study of insects. 
possible. Otherwise our fruit growers A glass house, known as an /nsectary, 

may beinvolved inthe heavy expense especially constructed for convenience 
of combating these pests which has jn rearing insects, is absolutely 
been borne by every other fruit grow- essential for their proper study. 
ing section. This is just as necessary as the 

The Veterinarian of the College and jaboratory to the chemist or shop to 

Station is desirous of the co-operation the mechanic. It is very often im- 

of this office in investigating the in- possible and undesirable to attempt to 
sects affecting domestic animals, for study an insect in the field for a whole 
much of which work we ure illy season in a distant part of the State, 

equipped. both on account of the loss of time, ex- 

The bee keepers ask that we investi- pense, and because sufficient accuracy 
gate the remedies for the disease foul cannot be secured in such field observa- 
brood, which has already destroyed tions. Such aglass house should be at- 
several hundred colonies and threatens tached to a two-story brick building 

the apiaries of the state. Texas isthe containing office and laboratory room, 

leading honey and wax producing two private laboratories, a bacteriolgic- 

state, the product amounting to con- 4] laboratory, an entomological lab- 
siderably over one hundred million oratory for students, a lectur> room 

dollars. and a photographicroom. To the glass 

FUNDS AND EQUIPMENT NEEDED. house should also be attached a shed 

It is evident that to meet these large for the storage of spraying apparatus 

demands we must have hoth men #nd insecticides. Such a building, 
and equipment. glass house and shed can be built and 

Assistance.—At the present time part fitted fur about $12,000. This office will 

of the time of my assistant is devoted et be able to meet the demands made 
to the experimental apiary, for which "pon it until such quarters are provided 

we have a meager appropriation. We 28 20 suitable rooms are now available 

need at least two or three more thor- Upon the campus. 

oughly trained assistants. One should Laboratory Equipment—As before stat- 

devote himself to cotton pests. An- ed, we are entirely lacking in lab- 

other should investigate the wheat and oratory and insectary equipment, and 

tobacco insects above mentioned. An- with suitable quarters considerable ap- 

otber will find more than he can do  paratus would be necessary which we 
with the insects affecting fruit and now have no means of using. The lab- 

truck crops. My presevt assistant oratories should be provided with com- 

will be needed for carring on the rear- pound and dissecting microscopes and 

ing of insects and for laboratory work, accessories, microtomes, chemicals, 

just as soon as we are provided glassware dissecting instruments, draw- 

with suitable equipment. he corres- ing apparatus, suitable work tables and 

pondence and clerical work of the de- cases. The bacteriological laboratory 

partmentis very heavy, and will large- would need considerable vlassware,
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sterilizers, incubators. filtering ap- Field work against the ‘green bug” 

paraius, etc. A well-equipped photo- of wheat, should that pest again appear 

graphic laboratory is almost indispen- will need to be upon a large scale. A 
sable for the proper illustration of in- large amount of insecticides will be re- 

sects and their depredations. For the quired for both these lines of work. 
photographic laboratory and dark room We should also bein a position to se- 

u copying camera, a verticulcamera. cure the co-operation of the Experiment 
g Microscopic camera, projection outfit, station chemist, and attempt the inven- 

y lenses, ray filters, pose glassware — tion of new insecticides for special pur- 

poneene and other accessories are re- poses, as is now desirable against the 

pes ce “ i boll weevil. 
tl ti tf & 

pie eee wil rege? large Publications.—But with all our work 
number of breeding cages of various F < 2 

. satisfactorily completed, it is for 
types, glass cylinders, crocks, root, * 

naught unless we can get it before the 
cages, etc. : 

. people and secure the general adoption 
Asmall, well-selected insect collec- 

P ; of methods recommended for the des- 
tion and larger library are absolutely 5 : : 

4 f : truction of insect pests. For this pur- 
necessary to enable us to identify the % : 

. ‘ eye pose we should have available a liberal 
many insects sent us for determination, series 2 . 

PS. . fund for printing short illustrated cir- 
as well as to recognize injurious species 3. eee 

eulars upon the principal insect pests of 
under study. 1:t must be borne in 2 

is 5 . the State, circular letters, and more ex- 
mind that in a large territory with i 

tended, well illustrated popular bulle- 
much newly developed lund there are g i ‘| 

; ’ tins as occasion may require, as well as 
many thousand insects entirely new to ae 

; . the fuller annual reports containing the 
science, many of which may become : 3 @ ; 
Beene pests of ae tioultaee details and technical results of investi- 

eo y = - gation. Funds should also be available 

Field Apparatus.—UChis department  ,, addressing agricultural meetings 
should pave a much more complete set and associations when requested, giving 

of spraying outfits and shouldbeina®  injustrated talks upon the insects of im- 
position to alter those on the marketor  y gqiate interest in that locality. This 

construct new machines for special pur- office should be in a position during the 

poses as ocvasion may demand. winter of 1903-’04 to conduct a vigorous 
Field Work.—The largest of the run- general educational campaign for the 

ning expenres of this office will nec- enlightenment of our farmers upon the 
essarily be for field work. In our work pest means of combating insect pests. 

against the boll weevil and boll worm, ‘This should be done by a wide dissem- 

we desire to operate 1U0 acres of cotton jpation of popular literature both 

on the College farm and an equal through this office and the local press, 

amount under contract with the owner and by illustrated uddresses in as many 

on the Brazos river bottom as near the jocalitiesas possible This work can be 
College as possible. On thisland we done with the co operation and support 

will carefully and thoroughly test all of farmers’ institutes, local farmers’ or- 
the methods teretofore tried and ad- ganizations, boards of trade and similar 

vised for the control of these prsts,and eommercial bodies, who’ would doubt- 

as the work will be under our constant jess assume part of the expense The 

} personal supervision, careful records estimate of 31,000 will hardly more than 

} can be made at every stage ofits pro- cover the cost of printing. I have 

} gress. Only inthis way canthe value therefore not included estimate for lec- 

} of methods now in dispute be determin- ture work, as this would possibly be 

ce. provided for in other funds. I append a
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statement including the different items What business house with an annual 

above ae with the Re product of haifa billion dollars would 
necessary for the proper prosecution o: aie 2 : : 2 
the Soni ot this department during the nestiate ie ea re eeecadine ay 
coming two years. This amounts to 000, or twice, or thrice that amount, in 

$15,000 and $12,000 for a building forthe Seeking means to prevent alossof15 
first year, and $15,000 for the second per cent of its product, with a value of 
year. This isa little over one-twenty- $75,000,000? The farmers of Texas can 
fifth of 1 per cent of the annuallossdue far less afford to stand such a loss. 

to insects in Texas for the first year’s Other States have found money appro- 
appropriation, and a little overone- priated for entomological workto be 
fiftieth of one per cent for the second well invested. Maryland, with twenty- 

year. three counties, approbriates $9,000 a 

ESTIMATE FOR DEPARTMENT OF EN- Year for work on insects and plant dis- 

TOMOLOGY. eases. New York spends $25,000a year 
1 Building..... ...........$12,00600 for nursery and orchard inspection of 
2 EGE obtee -....$1,500 00 insects and diseases, besides supporting 

Two assistants... 2,000 00 three capable expert entomologists at 

Assistant and two experiment stations, anda State 
eee sae 1800 “ entomologist with twoassistants. Ohio 

Ne aes Sra appropriates $15,000 for nursery and 
stenographer ::-*. ao orchard inspection, and has an one 

$6,000 00 logist at the experiment station. []li- 
Additional assist- nois isspending $20,000 for similar work 
ance..........-+.. 1,000 00 and has for years appropriated from $3, - 

Ist Year. 2nd Year. 999 to $5,000 for the office of State en- 
: Salaries. -.+++-$6,000 00 $7,000 00 tomologist with three or four assistants. 
3 Equipment of s ‘ : oe 

office, labora- Riverside county, California, is alone 

tory and insec- expending $4,000 per annum for the in- 

g ary pa tt 1,000 00 500 00 spection and treatment of her orchards 

laboratory.... 500.00 400 00 . for insect pesis. 
5 Library... ee 750 00 300 00 Can the wealthy State of Texas afford 
6 Insect collec- _ : to allow her agricultural interests to 
Sine fea a 500 00 300 00 suffer from insect pests in the light of 
field apparatus 750 00 500 00° the experience of other States in pro- 

8 Insecticides — fitably combating them? 

9 and preparation po i a0 » It behooves the State of Texas toamply 

10 Office expenses 500 00 500 00 endow the office of State Entomologist, 

11 Apiary ....... 500 00 500 00 which isa department of the Agricult- 

12, Foul brood ural an@é Mechanical College of Texas, 
on iee oy 1,000 00 1,000 00 8° that it may investigate and demon- 

13. Field work.... 1,500 00 1,500 00 strate to its farmers the best means of 

14 Printing...... 1,000 0C 1,000 00 combating insect pests now known, and 
Ss so that it may be prepared to promptly 

5 Total... ....$15,000 00 $15,000 00 take up the study of any new insects 
As a business proposition. theap- whose sudden outbreak may require 

propriation above recommended for considerable immediate study to prev- 
this department isa small amount to ent serious losses. 
spend in attempting to mitigate so great E. DWIGH® SANDERSON, 

a ioss. ao State Emtomologist.
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————THE WHITE MFG. Co, ——__——_ 

_ Wants to sell you your BEE-SUPPLIES. Send for their Catalogue and 
Price List of Bee-Keepers’ Supplies. Best goods for the least prices. Address, 

THE WHITE MFG.CO., — — -— -~ _ Blossom, Lamar Co., Texas. 
et 
a 

WHICH IS THE MOST HOPEFUL FIELD 0F ter and you will find various govern- 
LABOR FOR THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION. ments making direct grants of consider- 

eee able money to the various bee-keepers’ 

Delivered at the Denver meeting of the Saco Whether that be desir- 

National Bee-Keepers’ Association by Dr. C. able heremay be subject to question, 
Miller. but it would not be hard for this associa- 

Candidly I don't Know. There isthe tion to formulate a request for aid that 

protection of bee-keepers in theirright might be of immense benefit. One of 

to keep bees where they like, a field the maxims of a man who claims to get Pp g 
that has been well worked, and the an unusually high price for honey “If 

rich has been the fruitage. Butitcan you wontask it you won’t get it.’ Pos-~* 

hardly be called a hopeful field, ‘For  sibly it may be worth the while for us 

what a man seeth why dothhe yethope to consider whether we should not do 

for?” some asking. 

There is the fight on adulteration. A iM 

lot of good has been done in working : 

that field, and the end is not yet. Pos- The editor of Gleanings has reliable ; ne s . ‘ ; 
sibly the end is yet so far off that the information to the effect that at pres- 

greatest hope lies in that direction, ent Cuba prod:ces about 200 carloads 

It is quite possible, however, that a of honey annually, and that it is not 

more hopeful field lies in another direc- 100 much to suppose that it is capable 

tion. Consider what has been done'by of producing 500 carloads. He says: 

the government for all the different “California has put out in one season 

4 branches of agriculture except bee- 2 amount equal to this. But probably 

9 keeping. The direct governmentalaid, Cuba has better and more extended 

| the able work done at the various ex- Yesources than any other province, 

| periment stations there is need only to State or island on this hemisphere.” 

4} make the merest suggestion of such And still, West Indian compevition cuts 

things to bring before your minds the NO figure (?). We wonder what has 

millionsof benefit to the country from become of the American Bee Journal's 

4 them. Compared with all this, what correspondent, Mr. Rockenback, who 

“Hl fas been done for bee-keeping? The 8@ve up Cuban apiculture as a lost 

4 one man in Washington, the professors Cause, several years ago. 

|W at some of our colleges andexperiment-—° === 

al stations so few in number that their << * AO Yeats Among 

“| ] names are soon recited— these are not i raed the Bees’? 3y0r.0.0. miter 

forgotten; but however able may have |i, || A new book every bee-keeper 

Lene lies 40 Yeats Ba) siowtd have, Over 300 pages, 
been the services they have rendered, lee Among. Gloth-bound, $1.00; Ceahinne 

ee ee ee Bc | eesearctoutor ony ait 
Some may be surprised to know that ff es. || Samipie copy of Journal and 

J this nation is decidedly behind other Sa a EORGE robe eco” 

nations in this respect. Cros, the wa a «(144 E. Erie St., Carcaco, Inn,
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Sea True as the Gospel. 
iS Er we Bob Walton, editor of the Arm- 

Opps strong Herald, is credited with say- 
OS ee ae) = ing it never pays to look on the 

NY fac ONNDAN HIN ea va dark side of any proposition or to 
iS My ANDRO na V oy A cross a bridge before you get to it. 

= \ ‘4 oR “Ol ange ge © The man that goes through life con- 
SN Ne Ka “vy, pee : 4 NY PLENT og I ae stantly looking for trouble is sure a we 25 5 : : 

%, XUOW sg tS. to find it. While business reverses 
. oe . 

Ty SS Za = may come and the path ahead look 

Roget Of ose dark and gloomy, yet we should all 
inn eee ever remember that the darkest of 

'} Chicago & Alton Railway World’s Fair the night is yust before the dawning 
of the glorious sunlight of the com- 3 Emblem. aaa A i eee 

The above is an impression of the ing’day. Avcheerful disposition ay 

J emblem adopted by the Chicago & always a good stock in trade. It 
|] Alton Railway to advertise the Louisi- makes the people with whom you 

: ana Purchase Exposition, St. Louis, come in contact feel better, and it 
Mo., 1904. The design speaks for a = . ae ah 
itself, and embodies not only the an- will help Tees SueeSs8 The 

‘| nouncement that the Chicago & Alton public shuns a man with a sullen 
“4 is “The Only Way” to St. Louis, but ; she Sa Wy 
=f also that cotton. corn and wheat, are ispoRiron pho ees mori ng buy 
: the principal products embraced in the _ the dark side of life and every pro- 

ee ee ve manped position of public moment. One 

Land of Plenty. Hereafter no printed of the weariest characteristic of the 
matter for the Chicago & Alton will saat : aie 

: 4 leave the press without an impression human race 1s the disposition bo 
i] of the St. Louis World's Fair emblem. kick aman when he is down. It 

don’t get, yon’.any thing sand) only 

‘ ap *Coeccenoseoccooscor“3@® adds to his misfortune and calamity. 
; i. Money in Poultry $ The good book tells us that we 

; i. ee . should help one anothor in times of 

: $ money'infaising Poultry. Lean now @ trouble and misfortune, and not be 
$ ciastccessfui precacrs-andingasure Teady to kick the fellow that has 
S ering tor POULTHY CULBURD the @ met reverses. 
@ best editedand most up-to-date poul- @ 

sl] @ try magazine in America. Subscription @ : 
$]@ price only svc a year. Address, =... ee 
is POULTRY CULTURE CO., . 
§]@ Kansas City. Missouri. @ 

; @] rscccccccs0cecccecccccce® ‘ 

7. —___—~_—_——— ‘he advertisers in ‘this paper are 

; eee ee NEON RACE reliable and worthy of your patron- 

j If you are not a subscriber 2 age. Mention the Progressive. 

i it will cost only 50¢ to be one = 

iJ apsaannannnaananggnaapaann ean eaananananaananas 
‘
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Enough to discourage anyone. Ill health, A qe CT NG A i 

- i in life; Hey elt Vaan big doctor bills, no pleasure in life; blue and Ny Eee Rae 
discouraged. What's the matter? Simply /AR tee i Sh 
this. You can’t work well, play well or ite Theraced ays 

sleep well until your body isin good healthy \\VAlli ny if Hip UL 
condition, and you can’t keep the body in WAR | iia i es 
good healthy condition if you allow disease ¢ Wee a SH i 1) 
to once get a foot-hold. It is for this reason  B\\\\WaRa Wr | is 
that a bottle of E a ii | i 

‘ . \ Wy } Watkins’ Vegetable Anodyne Liniment (7 \\ Ni re t 
is so valuable in the house. Itisready when §& \ \ \\ cs iy 
the first sign of cold or chill is felt. A few \\ Vea\\\ i. 
drops then does what a doctor would charge, many Ken 
dollars to do later. We receive numberless letters \ Ni 4 
like the following: \Wy i) } 

Manawa, Wis., July 5, 1901, _ \ i 
I have used Watkins’ Vegetable AnodyneLini- N\A Wy 

ment for colds and cramps with very best results,” Na ! 
HLF,Ona \s } 

ERY i 
The Best Remedy made for Wi 

Colds Coughs, Colic, Diarrhoea, Cholera Morbus, z WGA 
Dysentery, Indigestion, Cuts, Burns, Bruises, etc. \\; WM 
An especially strong point about Watkins’ Lini- ¥ HY Ny ‘A 

ment from the farmers’ view-point, is that it is NV iM | ] 
equally good for ; \ We i i 

N AND BEAST. mn MA = ees j 
e 4 si vith j Ee ee a en 

f § \no agent in your neighborhood, write a EN 
( %, ¥ jito us, and we will see that you are LaSEES oP ee \ ee supplied. ) —<—S 
EY GIFT FOR 1993 |‘ SF __ 

rian We offera beautiful Cook Book and ») Ny SAK HS a Mt 
~ Home Doctor this year to anyone who Duo RMR hy cy wh, 

will send us his name andaddress onap-y‘al card. Zi) ahi SV i CA ( 
Filled with useful information on everycuing per- uP MNS iv 

taining tothe home. Write to-day. Itus free. (4 ) tH i nn THE J, R. WATKINS MEDICAL CO., TENT 
34 Liberty St., WINONA, IINN., U.S. As 4 by we Os ; 

- Bere Se ett Bd s 

PALPPPPRADADPPPDDIPAEL DIAG | That is a name 

a Bbl. L chinery. Iiiaves 
Largest growers ofSeed Potatoesin America, gating, start with the Rumely and you will end at the same 
Phe Rural New eo ee place. Get our catalog on the New Rumery Separator 
ly Wisconsin a yield of 742 bu. pera. Prices andthe smely . car Geared traction Paeine. All 
dirt cheap, Mantmoth seed book and sample of approved devices and appliances to each,and constitute the one 
‘Deovinte, Speltz, Macaroni W heat, 68 bu. per perfect threshing outfit. Catalog shows our engines for all 
a., Giant Clover, ete. upon pe eet Be pieias purposes. We send itfor theasking. Write to-day. 

~rroerocenmonerrermres Wi. RUMELY CO., La Porte, Ind.
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; MANY IMPROVEMENTS THIS YEAR. 

_ ERE Be Oe ere ee ee ee ee 

ee whan tan ice Plgaoae Rd eeeeee FES ko be ee 

Palys eat) ea Me eR TY ies are, eer 

ech eee ec CE 
CL UT Ran ee as tet 
ee eS a agg itt ee ee I ee sal gaa Dee a, eee ee 
Boe Eg coil |8 gi | ae ee =a 

We have made many improvements this year in the manufacture of bee supplies 
The following are some of them: Our hives are made of one grade better lumber than 
heretofore, and all that are sent out under our new prices, will be supplied with separators 
and nails. The Telescope hive hus a new bottom board, which is a combination of hive 

; stand and bottom board, and is supplied with slatted tinned separators. The Higginsville 
Smoker is much improved, is larger than heretofore, and better material is used all through. 
Our Latest Process Foundation has no equal, and our highly polished sections are Se 
deed. Send dc for sample copy of these two articles, and be convinced. The Daisy Founda- 
tion Fastener—well, it isa daisy now, sure enough, with a pocket to catch the dripping wax 
and a treadle soit can be worked by the foot. Prices as low as conservative, considering 
the big advance in raw material. If you have not received our new catalogue, send for it 

4 at once. Samp/c copy of the PROGRESSIVE BEE-KEEPER free. Address, 

a 

; Higginsville, Mo. 
12 H M 5 O. East St. Louis, Ills. 

9 Gmaha, Neb. 

BES cial otis vee ule eee ne 

1 9OOOOO4590OS 009906 $0095 006906 0006046 009906 600000008000 
° 

3 3 : H New Bee Supply Bouse 3 
e 

; for the $ Sout 3 : or the Sunny South. 3 
3 e 

; Ree 3 
@ c3 
¢ 2 “te @ 
3 Our genial friend, Frank L. Aten, has lately received a 2. 

S car load of those unique ‘‘Higginsville” Bee Supplies. 3 
¢ issues a ee f evervthi 3 jar ; He issues a catalogue of everything needed in the apiary, 3 

5 and will be glad to mail you one if you will send him your 3 

: name plainly written on a postal card. Mr. Aten also 3 
°@ raed g ons . aaa e > rears the best queens on earth. Address, D4 
@ @ ; ; 3 Frank C. Hiten, ; 
; d Rock, T ; Round Rock, Cexas. 3 
; ) 3 e 

1 OOS 0992S 5SSOF 46969994999 9O090695OO050606 066000600000
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“tit duce or SECTIONS, | SSsSSPECIALTY OF J a 

io ms e re : o 

Being located in the great BASSWOOD timber belt of Wisconsin; ff } 

admitted by all to be the best for making secions. : 

ers ON x $ 

A GENERAL LINE OF BEE-KEEPERS SUPPLIE >. | 

In stock, and at prices with the times. Write for Catalogue and 2 

prices, Free. 9 

MARSHFIELD MFG. CO., 

SE see TT ae ee 

i a eas | Make yuor own Hives “tester ‘ 
| Gs = D gat eel £ INCUBATOR : Cn 

aoe Bee-Keepers will suve | pM I Se) é 

"Gea at Poot Bower Cireuar AAW LN GC. bee Bs Gay ie aloe hel OTS | 
Si ied & Hives, Sections and yea 

ae A) sont on trial ifdesir- ‘Za, © 
— “ | ed. Catalogue free. FG 

; i WF ke & YB Rockrorp, [Lis 
un Perfected Von Culin. a BARNES CO., 914 Ruby Sv. 
uccessful result of 25 years’ experience. Weteee tortion cee 

Scientifically correct, practically perfect. | Plense mention the “Progressive. 
Non-explosive metal lamps. =k?) . hs 
Double and packed walls. | 7 
Perfect regulation of heat and ventilation. ff | Cheapest and:the Best 
Made aterials, i li 
a ee meee = queens can be had at the loweat price- 

PRICES $7.00 AND UP. | Long Tongue, Leather Colored, 5 Ban. 

|) SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO PAY. | ders and Carniolians, at all seasons. 
@ We muke Brooders, Bee Hives & Supplies. 9 | Untested 50c; tested 75c. Satisfaction 
4 to Catalog and Price List sent Free. guaranteed. 

j THEW. T. FALCONER MFG.CO., § ; 
Fs ew Century Queen Rearing Co. 

Der: 74 Jamestown, N.Y. yQ j oe 
ces = | Berclair, Tex. 

J. W. Rouse & Co., Mexico, Mo. } 
Apiarian Supplies, Bees and Queens. 

THE te fags Improved Hives, 
a a ections. Comb Foundation, 

MODEL JIWROUSE cg. Sy Ca Smokers, Bee Veils, and all A 
COOP, ron >= ay ae kind of supplies, at low 

| BZ , ow 4 BTUCOS 6 eee e eee cee 
ae: iil 

is. “Ab, a i! : A ) eautiful28-page catalog. free 

Le a The “Amateur Bee-Keeper,”’ 
° er ap 80-page book for beginners; fully 
RAT. CAT AND VARMINT PKOOF. illustrated. By mail, 25 cts. 
One mailed. and five packed 

inside. making six coops; (ship 
at lowrates, Price. $3.50. i W R al 6 

Mlnstrated cirenlar free s : OUSE 0.
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4, 2 Years F*or $1.00 2 

oe After a man succeeds in publishing a good journal, the next # 
step is that of getting people to read it, and becoming acquanted 

Se with its merits. This can be done by advertising, sending out sam- = 
Se ple copies, circulars, ete. All this costs money. I think I am safe a 

in saying that for every new subscriber I have recived, I have paid 
S out $2.00 in advertising; hence I have often said that a publisher of & 
a a good journal could afford to send his paper one year free. It would ea 

cost no more than any other forms of advertising and would be very - 
a effective, but, for obvious reasons, this plan could not be put into = 
Se practice, but lam going tocome as near to it as I can. I have Cg 

~ between 200 and 300 complete sets of back numbers for the present 
St year, and as long as the supply holds out I will send a complete set ofe 
Se and the rest of this year free, to anyone who will send me $1.00 for = 

the Review for 1903. For a few particulars regarding the numbers 
e already published this year read the following:— = 
fe There is not room to say very much about the back numbers for = 
& this year but I will mention one prominent feature of each issue. 2 

JANUARY is a Colorado number; colors instead of somber black. 
S six pages being devoted to a The cover is of Court Gray & 

i ae beautifully illustrated “write- printed in two colors—Umber #& 
up,”’ by the editor, of that para- and Milori blue. 

a dise for bee-keepers. This is-|MAY contains a five-page review #> 
S sue also shows how to make a of a book by E. A. Morgan, en- 2 

& cheap hive-cover that will titled ‘‘Bee- keeping for profit.” 
— neither split, warp nor leak, in It was rightly named. the * 
Se pe climate. # c author getting right down to 2 

* FEBRUARY contains the begin- basic principles, and giving 

oe ning of aseries of articles by the chit of profitable honey 
Se M. A. Gill, who last year man- production, particulary in the & 

aged 700 colonies of bees, and Northern States. 
sroduced nearly two car loads S 4 ‘ 

ot ue Ronee Thee Marilee JUNE shows how a man quay prac- = 

cd written from the fullness of tically defy foul brood; how he = 
Se his experience. | may keep bees in a foul-broody ® 

NEA ROH Nas atl vantlolen nyneion t district, all surrounded by dis- 

$ Chapman, on “What” Makes| eased colonies, yet keep bis # 
& Bees Swarm,” that I consider pplaty 60 tree ome and aie & 
gS the best [ have seen on the stects as te BeCUn RS good crop 
= subject. It gets right down 2 pao) oceyen cay aay = 
Se the foundation of the matter. | JULY has an excellent article by, *& 

In fact so thoreughly does Mr. | Mr. Gill on the management 
+ Chapman understand the mat- of out-apiaries for the produc- = 
Se ter that he has so made up a tion of comb honey, showing = 

. colony tbat one half would how the work must be general- 
oe swarm leaving the combs de-| ized, yet systematic, and done = 
ee serted while the other half) __justa little ahead of time. = 

would not hudge. ; AUGUST illustrates and describes 
e APRIL ushers in some typograph- | the handiest and best bee-tent = 
Se ical changes. The smooth, | for circumventing robbers that. # 
Ss shiny, glazed paper was laid Lever saw. It also bas an ar- 

¢ aside for a soft white peer | ticle by Mr. Boardman on = 
Se that gives to printing a clean, “shook” swarms, showing how. we 
aS tasty. tempting look. The! we may practically take swarm- 
G frontpieces ure printed in! ing into our own hands, > 

oe Remember that euch issue contains dozens of interesting and instructive items aside % 
Se from the onesmentioned. Send $1.00, and the back numbers for this year will be 2 

G sent at once, your name put upon the subscription list and the Review sent to the 
Se end of next year, W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Flint, Michigan. & 
a 4 re 5 
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# Madewgorcer’ BINGHAM BRASS SMOKERS. = 2 ea x 
= 

Made of sheet-brass. which does not rust of burn out, should last a lifetime. You need = 
= one, but they cost 25¢ more than tin of the same size. The little pen cut shows E 

our brass hinge put on the three larger sizes. No wonder Bingham’s 4- 
= inch Smoke Engine goes without puffing, and = 

= Does Not Drop Inky Drops = 

= Thaye used Bingham Smokers — The perforated steel fire-grate 
= ever since they first came out. a bas 38] holes to air the fuel and sup- 
# Working from three to seven - ;ort the fire. Prices, Heavy Tin 
= hundred colonies twelvemonths Smoke Engine, four-inch Stove, per 
= inthe year. I ought to know mail, $1.50; 34-inch, $1.10; three- 
% whatis required of a smoker. — inch, $1.00; 2%-inch, 90¢; two inch, 

The Doctor 3inch just receiv- {E> | 65 cents. 
ed fills the bill. my 

E Respt.. OW. OsBorn. ‘ 1/ BINGHAM SMOKERS 
= Mt. Pleasant. Mich., 7—7 1896. | | are the original, and have all the 
= Dearsir—Smokers came O. K. \ if improvements. and have been the 
= They are the best | have ever UN g STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE for 
2 seen; sell like hot cakes. ae Ge) 2? years. ' 
= Respectfully, Wa. BAMBU. 

= en ES = SS 
= With a Bingham Smoker that will hold a quart of sound maple wood. the bee-keepers’ 
= trials are all over fora long time. Who ever heard of a Bingham Smoker that 
= was too large or did not give perfect satisfaction. The world’s 
= most scientific and largest comb honey producers use 

x os 

= Gate 
2 [ea nS z 
= Bingham Smokers and Knives. The same is true of the world’s largest producersof ex- 
= tracted honey ; Before buying a smoker or knife hunt up its record and pedigree. 
= = . 
= T. F. BINGHAM, Farwell, Mich. 
Z 
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rt THE BEST PAINT 

= ie % e is one that will not disintegrate quickly, 
but form a hard, durable coating as 

f at impervious to atmospheric influence as 
(=A it is possible to make a covering of this 
= =a Mr. Sy pqa 7 

¥ nN ay character. THE BEST BES HIVE 
tot te PAINT MADE. 

Yer BR | 
is cy ti NEW ERA HIGH GRADE 

lg 4) (QD) § «~PREPARED PAINT 
Bo \ OF i meets all these requirements perfectly, 

a as it is made from the best carefully 
SSIS PREREE NED selected materials only. Jt may cost a 

; few centsmore per gallon, but consid- 
2 ered from the standpoint of DURA- 

ij BILITY and SATISFACTORY RESULTS, it is by far the most economical 2 
article that can be used, and its intrinsic worth is bound to be appre- 
ciated by all careful and painstaking bee-keepers. 

LE PRICES. "WO 
One quart 8.55 One gallon $1.60 
One-half gallon... 1.00 Wive-gallon can. per gal... 1.50 

: LEAHY Mra. ComPany, r 
HIGGINSVILLE, Missour!, 3 

PA) nn a
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